
Industry Visited:Rabbit and Tortoise Technology
Solutions,Kharadi,Pune.

Date of visit:05.04.2018

A batch of second year student of computer science and two staff coordinators of
DON BOSCO INSTITUTE of Technology,Kurla. visited the Rabbit and Tortoise
Technolgy at Kharadi on 05.04.2018.This unit is mainly focusing to harness the
power of Artificial Intelligence ,Cloud ,ITIL and DevOps with the next generation
solution that are designed to meet the needs of computers that view technology as a
strategic driver.

SPECIALITIES:

AI, Cloud, DevOps, ITIL, Machine learning, python, Deep learning, AI solutions
etc.

Ms. Harshita , Chief operating officer, addressed students and introduced about
RNT. She explained functioning about this unit. She also explained the Artificial
intelligence, Machine learning and Deep learning and why these terms are
important to understand. She also gave an example of machine learning like how
Facebook knows whose face in a photo and it’s how customer service
representative will know if you will be satisfied with their support before you even
take a customer  satisfaction survey. She also explained the product and solutions.



Ms.Harshita Darwatkar introducing the students

There were different modules includes:

1. Basic of Modern AI and techniques, skills for applications of AI.
2. Machine learning Models.
3. Awareness in tools, techniques, algorithms and frameworks such as –python,

R, PyTorch, etc.
4. AI point of view in day to day challenges.



Later Mr. Sambasiva Rao Pandala, CEO, explained the product and solutions in
more detailed. He also solved doubts about this topic. During this session, students
interacted with the chief executive officer very effectively. After that they called
some of  us and  showed the demo of face detection which is subset of computer
technology that is able to identify people’s faces within the digital images. They
also explained the how face detection works and its applications.

Demo of face detction

During this session student gained the practical knowledge. Many of the points
explained in first session were explained again practically.

Then Ms.Gauri Walzade, java developer, introduced about the Chatbot which is
computer program which conduct the conversation via auditory /texual. She mainly
focused on its use in business.

After this session all the students were offered a nice snacks and tea.

All the students expressed their thanks to the officials for the opportunity given.



This visit was highly useful for the students in terms of  knowledge about the
artificial intelligence, machine learning and deep learning.

This visit will also be helpful for them to find the placement opportunities in such
industries.

Kadambari Deherker
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Staff Coordinators








